Abstract-Accurate maps of the static environment are essential for many advanced driver-assistance systems. In this paper a new method for the fast computation of occupancy grid maps with laser range-finders and radar sensors is proposed. The approach utilizes the Graphics Processing Unit to overcome the limitations of classical occupancy grid computation in automotive environments. It is possible to generate highly accurate grid maps in just a few milliseconds without the loss of sensor precision. Moreover, in the case of a lower resolution radar sensor it is shown that it is suitable to apply super-resolution algorithms to achieve the accuracy of a higher resolution laserscanner. Finally, a novel histogram based approach for road boundary detection with lidar and radar sensors is presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Comprehensive and accurate models of the environment are essential for advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS). With an increasing amount of autonomy in ADAS it is crucial not only to have detailed information about other road users (dynamic objects) but also about stationary objects. These are of high importance to determine the drivable corridor (path planning and obstacle avoidance) or to estimate the position with respect to some reference frame (landmark based localization). Classical tracking methods of dynamic objects are the first choice if there are a small number of targets of which the geometry can be specified beforehand. However, they are less applicable to track arbitrary static objects. The geometry of static objects in outdoor environments can be quite complex and hard to describe by geometric primitives like lines, boxes or circles.
One of the most popular methods to overcome this problem is the occupancy grid framework [1] . Occupancy grids are a location based representation of the environment. They divide the environment into an evenly spaced grid of cells and estimate the probability of each cell for being occupied based on the sensor readings. They have been successfully applied to sensor data fusion [2] , path planning [3] , simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [4] and target tracking [5] . While the dominant sensor for occupancy grid mapping are laser range-finders, some authors have built grids with stereo vision [6] and radar sensors [7] .
Arguably, occupancy grid maps are one of the most successful environment representations today. However, while theoretically elegant, their implementation in applications for automotive environments suffers from two major problems: occupancy grids are computational intensive and there is a trade-off between the size and the resolution of the grid. The field of view is therefore strongly limited when choosing a cell-size that is acceptable to represent the resolution of modern automotive sensor systems. This can cause problems if performing path planning or collision avoidance at high velocities. Even if the computations can be carried out in realtime for a single sensor, the performance rapidly decreases when fusing multiple sensors. Furthermore, to fulfill the realtime requirements it is common practice to use a quite simplified inverse sensor model that maps the measurements to the grid. This results in a loss of sensor precision and causes the so called Moiré effect [8] at far distances. While the loss of sensor precision limits its application to high precision ego localization, the Moiré effect badly affects any kind of path planning algorithm that needs to look far ahead.
In this paper an approach for occupancy grid mapping on the Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) is introduced. A detailed description for the fast computation of accurate occupancy grids with laser range-finders on the GPU using the CUDA framework is given. It is shown that this approach is suitable to compute highly accurate grid maps in just a few milliseconds on standard consumer hardware and a brief extension to radar sensors is presented. Finally, a novel histogram based approach for road boundary detection is introduced.
II. GENERAL PURPOSE PROGRAMMING ON THE GPU
WITH CUDA In the past few years the commodity Graphic Processing Unit has emerged as an economical and fast co-processor. Driven by the consumer market for high-definition 3D graphics, the GPU has evolved into a highly parallel multicore processor with tremendous computational power. While today CUDA-capable GPUs are only available in parallel clusters for scientific computing or consumer products such as phones and netbooks, they will become available for automotive platforms in the future. Their key advantage over specialized hardware devices such as FPGAs lies in the standard unified programmable interface and their low production costs.
At the hardware level, a GPU is a collection of multiprocessors with multiple processing units in each processor. It is well-suited to address problems that can be expressed as data-parallel computations with high arithmetic intensity [9] . However, the GPU has had quite a complex programming model, which made it difficult to use a GPU for non graphic operations. To overcome this problem, nVidia introduced the CUDA framework, a general purpose parallel computing architecture. Since its first release in November 2006 the CUDA framework has attracted immense attention. Many algorithms, such as object segmentation [10] and object tracking [11] , [12] , have been successfully ported to the CUDA framework for nVidia GPUs.
In general, CUDA comes with a programming interface to use the parallel GPU architecture for general purpose computations. At its core are three key abstractions: a hierarchy of grouped threads, different types of memory transfer and barrier synchronization functions. CUDA manages a large number of programming threads and organizes them into a set of logic blocks. All blocks are clustered to a logical unit called a grid (Fig. 1) . Each block is assigned to one multiprocessor and the threads of a block execute concurrently on one multiprocessor in a SIMT (Single Instruction Multiple Thread) fashion. For a more detailed description, the interested reader is referred to the CUDA Programming Manual [9] . The following section focuses only on the issues which are of high importance for the computation of occupancy grids on the GPU. As mentioned before, a multiprocessor executes threads in a SIMT fashion which is akin to SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data). It schedules and executes threads in groups of 32 parallel threads called warps. A single warp executes one common instruction at a time, so maximum efficiency is achieved when all threads of a warp agree on their execution path. If they diverge via data-dependent flow control instructions (for instance 'if' statements), the execution paths have to be serialized. In other words, the best performance is achieved if all threads of a warp execute the same command. Depending on the number of diverging threads, this can significantly impact the performance of computations on the GPU. Furthermore, it is necessary to minimize the memory transfers between the CPU and the GPU. Due to the communication bus bottleneck, transfers are rather slow and can rapidly deteriorate the performance advantage of parallel computing on the GPU. These issues are addressed in the next sections, where it will be shown how to efficiently build Occupancy Grids without violating these policies.
III. OCCUPANCY GRID MAPPING
In this section, a brief introduction to the problem statement of classical occupancy grid mapping is first given.
Then, the computation of a temporary Polar measurement grid considering actual sensor readings and how to efficiently map it into Cartesian space using the CUDA framework is discussed. Finally, the consecutive temporary grids from different vehicle poses (positions and orientations) are combined to an occupancy grid.
A. Introduction
Occupancy grids represent the environment by finegrained metric grids of cells and estimate the probability of any cell for being "occupied" depending on the sensor readings. Unlike target tracking approaches, they do not only contain information about the presence of objects, but also about the absence (free-space). Let m be a planar occupancy grid. A single grid cell is denoted as m x,y and z 1 , . . . , z t denotes all of the measurements up to time t along with the vehicle poses x 1 , . . . , x t . Each grid cell corresponds to a binary value which specifies whether a cell is occupied or not. The notation p(m x,y = 1) is used to denote an occupied cell. Furthermore, it is assumed that x 1 , . . . , x t are known which is called mapping with known poses [1] . The problem addressed by occupancy grid mapping is to determine the posterior
given all measurements and poses. However, grid maps are defined over high-dimensional space and this posterior cannot be computed easily. The classical occupancy grid algorithm breaks down the problem into many one-dimensional estimation problems, which are treated independently of each other. The problem is reduced to the estimation of the posterior for each m x,y of the grid:
The formulation (2) is fundamental for occupancy grid mapping on the GPU, since it allows us to process the cells in parallel order. For computational reasons, it is common practice to represent the probability
in the so called odds form. After applying Bayes Theorem and removing some hard-to-compute terms we finally get:
The probability of each cell p(m x,y ) at time step t is easily obtained by multiplying p(m x,y |z t ), that contains the probability of being occupied with respect to the actual measurement update, with the grid-cell p(m x,y |z 1 , . . . , z t−1 ) containing all previous measurements. Assuming a prior probability for each cell of being occupied p(m x,y = 0.5), the estimation problem simply becomes to update the probability p(m This update is usually performed by a inverse sensor model, which maps the measurement vector z t to the grid m t . To fulfill the realtime requirements, it is common practice to use a simple ray casting model based on line drawing to determine the cells that are affected by the measurement update [1] , [13] , [14] . Even for laser range-finders with their relative small angular perceptual field such a model is not appropriate. It assumes a constant beam width which is set according to the previously chosen cell-size of the grid. This is an incorrect assumption, since beams overlap multiple cells depending on the sensor characteristics and the cell-size of the grid. In regions close to the sensor origin, the number of beams that contribute to the probability of a single cell is quite large. In contrast, far from the origin a single beam overlaps multiple cells. The latter one is even worse and causes the aforementioned undesired Moiré effect [8] . Additionally, it is also important to have an appropriate inverse sensor model to represent the measurement uncertainty of z t and the cells that are directly affected by this to avoid biased grid maps. An accurate model should compute the probability of each cell depending on the position in the map, the beam width and the distance to the beam center.
B. Mapping on the GPU
Each sensor that operates by the measurement principle of time-of-flight, like laser range-finders, records detection events in a polar coordinate system due to the polar geometry of wave propagation. In order to overcome the problem that the number of cells affected by a single beam directly depends on the measured distance and the specific beam width, a temporary measurement grid in polar coordinate space is first defined. This temporary grid at time step t is referred as m ′ . Unlike m t in Cartesian space, z t can be easily mapped to m ′ regardless of the sensor intrinsics. The discrete angle steps of the laser range-finder are assumed to be known and that adjacent beams do not overlap. Each beam then only affects a 1-D linear strip (row) in the grid m ′ (Fig. 2) . One single linear strip is denoted as m ′ k . The dimension of the grid in the φ direction is given by number of discrete angle steps, which is equivalent to the size of z t , and the dimension in r direction by the field of view along the beams divided by the desired depth sample rate. We will use z k t to refer to an individual range measurement (in cells) of the vector z t .
If the sensor returns no target for a discrete angle step, z k t is considered to be infinite. A inverse sensor model which only depends on the measurement vector z t can now be defined.
1) Inverse Sensor Model: The objective of the inverse sensor model is to describe the formation process by which measurements are generated in the physical world and how they affect the grid cells. A laser range-finder actively emits a signal and records it's echo. The returned echo depends on a variety of properties, such as the distance to the target, the surface material and the angle between the surface normal and the beam. The measurement error is modeled by a 1-D narrow Gaussian with mean z k t and standard deviation [15] . The function δ describes the deviation in dependence of the range. It is useful to use a function instead of a 'fixed' deviation to account for errors in the vehicle pose x t . Unlike [1] other errors, those induced by random noise or specular reflections are not incorporated for two reasons. First, errors induced by specular reflections rarely happen in outdoor scenarios. Second, errors such as random noise are filtered out by the probabilistic fusion process of the occupancy grid methodology. The probability for each cell m ′ k,i for being occupied is then given by:
The parameter α serves as an attenuation or amplification factor. It reflects the amount of trust associated with a certain measurement with respect to the distance measured and is usually inversely proportional to z k t . As mentioned before, occupancy grids not only provide information about occupied space, but also about free space. Therefore it is necessary to define the cells that are considered to be free given the measurement z k t . Cells that are in front of the measurement z k t should have a substantially lower posterior. These are referred to as freespace hypothesis areas. For the probability distribution in the freespace area, the definition from [13] is adopted. They proposed a linear function which sets the probability with respect to the measured distance. This follows the assumption that small obstacles that might have been missed by the sensor are more likely to appear in far distances. We denote this function as p f ree (m
Cells that are behind the measurement are considered to be unknown p(m x,y = 0.5). Putting this all together the final probability for each cell m ′ k,i is given by:
The maximum operator is used to combine the probabilities in the transition region around z k t . For Bayesian probabilities, which are non-negative by definition, this operator can be formulated without any conditional branches (if statements).
As an example, Fig. 2 depicts the probability distribution for a single target in the 2nd row. Lower probabilities are encoded in white, higher probabilities in black.
2) GPU Computation of the Polar Measurement Grid: Given the final probability value for each cell m N are independent, they can be easily computed in parallel without having any performance loss by diverging threads. Moreover, the only information that has to be transferred from the CPU to the global memory of the GPU is the measurement vector z t . This reduces the overhead to a minimum. Fig. 3 gives an example for a polar grid computed on the GPU with simulated measurements. The proposed method can be applied to any kind of laser range-finders. For instance, modern lidar sensors for automotive environments often have the capability to detect multiple targets within a single beam. Furthermore, to compensate for pitch motion some have multiple vertical detection layers [16] . To account for these characteristics one can easily extend m ′ to m ′ i and fuse them according to the Bayesian filter rule given in (4).
3) Switch from Polar to Cartesian Space: In order to combine the consecutive maps m ′ , gathered at different poses x 1 , . . . , x t , we need to map them into Cartesian space first.
This is of course is not trivial and implies problems. The number of cells in m ′ that correspond to a single cell in m t and vice versa directly depends on the position in the grid and the sensor intrinsics. Cells in m ′ with low r (close to the polar origin) map to just a few cells in m t . For example, cells with r = 0 map to a single cell in m t . In case of small obstacles extreme care has to be taken so that they are not canceled out by undersampling effects. Far from the polar origin a single cell of m ′ spreads over multiple cells in m t . In the first case, specific cells of m ′ have to be merged in order to obtain the probabilities for the cells in m t . In the second case, the cells in m ′ have to be interpolated to determine the correct values for m t . The authors of [8] were the first to investigate this subject. They considered the mapping problem as a geometric transformation problem. Namely the problem of mapping a geometric mesh in Polar space to its corresponding mesh in Cartesian Space. They compared different types of mapping algorithms: the exact algorithm which is an adaption of the Guibas and Seidel algorithm, the sampling approach and the texture mapping approach. The most interesting outcome of this analysis is the fact that the texture mapping approach in comparison to the exact algorithm, which is not realtime capable, leads to quite accurate results with an acceptable amount of errors. The texture mapping approach is beneficial, since it is one of the basic operations that GPUs are designed for and accelerated by hardware. For an introduction to texture mapping the reader is referred to [17] or any other literature about computer graphics. Simplified, texture mapping describes the process by which an image is mapped to a target polygon. The polygon can have any shape and the texture is rotated, stretched and compressed so that it fits to it.
Let T be a texture that corresponds to the grid m ′ . Each cell m ′ k,i then maps to one texture element v i . The target polygon P is simply given by the sensor intrinsics (perceptual field-of-view). pixels are calculated from the input image pixels is governed by so called texture filtering. This filtering is exactly what is required compute the final probabilities in m t . A so called trilinear filter is used, which is a bilinear filter algorithm with mip-mapping [17] . In regions close to the Polar origin, where a single cell in m t corresponds to multiple cells in m ′ , it avoids problems caused by undersampling. The trilinear filter fetches the mip-map at the right resolution and maps it to the target polygon. Fig. 5 shows the polar grid from Fig. 3 mapped to Cartesian space using texture mapping with trilinear filtering. Once the temporary Cartesian grid m t has been computed, we have to combine it with the the previous measurements p(m x,y |z 1 , . . . , z t−1 ). The definition from [13] is adopted, where the grid m is defined with respect to a global coordinate reference frame. This avoids discretization errors that occur when the grid is rotated with respect to a relative vehicle coordinate system. To account for translational ego movement, the grid m is shifted in a sliding window fashion. As previously mentioned, the texture mapping methodology simply allows to rotate the input texture with respect to the actual heading angle θ. To obtain the final occupancy up to timestep t, each overlapping cell of the grid m t is fused with m using the binary Bayes filter from (4) . This kind of cell-wise fusion is highly suitable for parallel processing and can be carried out on the GPU. Due to the definition in (2) each cell is independent of its depicted histogram H 0 in Fig. 11(a) is denoted as optimal histogram, if there exists no other parameter set in P R , that gives a better approximation of the road boundaries in m. In the given example H opt = H 0 is true, but usually neither the curvature of the boundary nor the heading to the boundary is 0. Hence, the histogram H 0 would not be the optimum. Fig. 11(b) and 11(c) outline what happens to the histogram H opt if a small error is added to the curvature c. With an increasing error in the curvature of the circular path the histogram H opt degenerates to a flat uniform distribution. This is because the road boundaries in m now distribute among multiple bins of H i instead of falling into a specific bin k x . Similarly for γ, each deviation of the optimal heading parameter causes a degeneration of the histogram H opt . This fact can be exploited to define a cost function q(H i ) which rates each histogram according to its distribution.
The sum over the squares of k x is used to give a higher weight to histograms which have all probabilities distributed in a minimum set of bins. Fig. 12 shows the results of the cost function (13) for different variations of curvature and heading. It is clearly visible that there exists a maximum q(H opt ) which represents the optimal parameter combination of c and γ. Thus, the problem to find the heading and curvature of the road boundaries becomes a parameter optimization problem. Due to the computational burden it is not advisable to evaluate the cost function q over all possible combinations of c j and γ k . A modified version of the iterative NelderMead-Simplex optimization algorithm [22] is used to obtain the optimal histogram H opt . At each iteration the algorithm computes a set of 3-4 histograms in a Simplex order and rates them according to the cost function (13) . After a sufficient number of iterations the Simplex algorithm converges to the maximum and remains stable. The Nelder-Mead-Simplex algorithm is fast, deterministic and robust to local minima. Once the algorithm has converged to the maximum, a total number of 5-8 iterations at each timestep is sufficient to keep track of the curvature and heading of the road boundary. In order to account for different curvatures and headings of the left and right boundary the grid m can be separated into two parts. For each part a histogram optimization can be carried out to obtain the most likely boundaries for the left and right side.
Once the curvature and heading of the dominant road boundary has been found, the distance y and width b can be extracted from H opt . To do so, one has to define a criteria which bin k x belongs to a valid boundary. As in [22] the signal-to-noise ratio in a predefined vicinity of k x is used to rate each bin with respect to its adjacent bins. This is equivalent to an adaptive threshold and can be used to decide whether k x is a valid road boundary or not. One of the advantages of the histogram based approach is that it becomes possible to estimate the exact width b of the boundary. This is of high importance to distinguish between road boarders that are suitable for high-precision ego localization and those that are not. Furthermore, once the road boundaries have been identified we can interpolate between k x−1 , k x and k x+1 to obtain an accuracy for y which is higher than the previously chosen cell resolution of m. Since the accumulated measurements in m are Gaussian, H opt is Gaussian too and a performed sub-pixel computation between adjacent bins (circular paths) can improve the accuracy by a factor of 2-3. histogram based extraction of the offset y in comparison to raw measurements of a reference laserscanner with a distance accuracy of ±5 cm. Even in the case of the lower resolution radar sensor, where the road boundary spreads over a width of approximately 0.75 − 1.25 m, the achieved accuracy is comparable to the accuracy of the raw measurements. 
C. Experimental Results

V. CONCLUSION
A method for the fast computation of occupancy grid maps on the GPU was introduced. It has been shown that the GPU based algorithm can generate grid maps in large outdoor environments in just a few milliseconds without using any specialized hardware devices such as FPGA. Additionally, a novel approach for the detection of continuous road boundaries was developed. In the case of a laser-scanner it was shown that in comparison to raw measurements, the proposed occupancy grid comes without any loss in sensor precision. Furthermore, it has been proven that in the case of a lower resolution radar sensor the approach is suitable to apply super-resolution algorithms to achieve the accuracy of a higher resolution laser-scanner.
